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摘

要

近年來隨著深度學習的發展，圖像分割任務 (segmentation task) 在監督式學
習使用完整標註資訊的方式下，實驗結果表現已趨於成熟，但是同時地訓練時所
需的圖像標註也成為其缺點，因為需要大量的人力資源去標註。因此在標記成本
昂貴的情況下，不使用任何形式的標籤資料進行深度學習的研究方向就油然而生，
然而因為模型無法得知圖像物體的類別，目前非監督式的切割任務解決方法都是
採用人工定義的特徵去處理問題，但是圖像中存在的同類別物體間的高度差異性、
物體尺度變化、物體重疊、複雜背景…等，這些是人工定義的特徵無法有效代表
的，使得任務充滿挑戰性。在這篇論文中，我們藉由提出一個基於多類別共同物
體分割 (multi-class object co-segmentation) 的非監督式 CNN 網路演算法來解決
具挑戰性的圖像切割問題。我們的 CNN 網路架構由三個部分組成，一個用來產生
各類共同關注熱圖的生成器 (generator) ，一個精煉特徵並增進共同關注熱圖的
準確度的注意力模組 (attention module)，以及一個把遮罩影像投影到特徵空間的
特徵抽取器 (feature extractor)。最後整個網路透過我們設計的共同注意力損失函
數 (co-attention loss) 來優化，他將同類別特徵間的距離最小化，同時最大化不
同類別特徵之間的距離。與之前的傳統方法相比，我們以深度學習為基礎的演算
法，因為它可以自動根據資料有效的學習到高層次的語意特徵，可以良好的解決
上述圖像中各式複雜的狀況，實驗結果也顯示我們方法優於過去傳統的方法。

關鍵字: 多類別共同物體分割、卷積神經網路、對比學習、
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Abstract
Unsupervised multi-class object co-segmentation aims to co-segment objects of
multiple common categories present in a set of images in an unsupervised manner. It is
challenging since there are no annotated training data of the object categories.
Furthermore, there exist high intra-class variations and inter-class similarities among
different object categories and the background. Our work addresses this complex
problem by proposing the first unsupervised, end-to-end trainable CNN-based
framework consisting of three collaborative modules: the attention module, the coattention map generator, and the feature extractor. The attention module employs two
types of attention: self-attention and mutual attention. While the former aims to capture
long-range object dependency, the latter focuses on exploring co-occurrence patterns
across images. With the attention module, the co-attention map generator learns to
capture the objects of the same categories. Afterward, the feature extractor estimates
the discriminative cues to separate the common-class objects and backgrounds. Finally,
we optimize the network in an unsupervised fashion via the proposed co-attention loss,
which pays attention to reducing the intra-class object discrepancy while enlarging the
inter-class margins of the extracted features. Experimental results show that the
proposed approach performs favorably against the existing algorithms.

Keywords: Object co-segmentation, Convolutional neural networks, Contrastive
learning
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Object segmentation is one of the most active but fundamental research topics in
computer vision since the pixel-level semantic understanding resembles closely what
human visual system performs. Many existing models require images with pixel-level
annotations to drive the training [1], [2], but manual annotations are often expensive
and involve tremendous human effort. Although numerous unsupervised approaches
[3], [4] have been developed to break the limitation, its unsupervised nature still makes
this problem challenging, and generate unsatisfactory segmentation result.
Object co-segmentation [5] by exploring semantic-level consistency among
objects of same class across multiple images, was introduced to address these
difficulties. Namely, co-segmentation searches common patterns by jointly referring to
multiple images rather than separately. It has been demonstrated that the extra
evidences from mutual image reference facilitate better performance.
A practical extension to co-segmentation is to handle multiple object classes
jointly. The pioneering approach in [6] employs a foreground modeling module and a
region assignment module to co-segment multiple foreground objects of common
classes over a set of images. The task, called multi-class object co-segmentation, is
much more challenging than single-class co-segmentation since it is hard to distinguish
multiple common objects in an image, especially when annotated training data for these
object classes are not available.
Extensive research efforts [6]–[13] have been made to multi-class object cosegmentation. However, none of the aforementioned techniques has leveraged deep
6

learning to enhance the performance. Most of them built upon the observations that
objects of the same class share similar appearances, and can be identified from other
classes and background. In practice, the premises are not always met when there are
large variations caused by different camera views, object poses, and instance-specific
variations. Compared with hand-crafted features which are insufficient to handle these
variations, semantic features extracted by deep learning become more appreciated in
these cases. Moreover, existing methods for multi-class co-segmentation [8] still rely
on certain forms of supervision for model training.

Figure 1: Overview of our method for multi-class Object co-segmentation.
Given a set of images covering objects of common categories, e.g., dog and ball here, our method cosegments these common-category objects (those in colors). The generator equipped with an attention
module estimates plausible object masks. The feature extractor computes the foreground and
background features, with which the whole network is end-to-end trained by the co-attention loss.
The output object masks are produced after post-processing.
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Following our prior work [14] for unsupervised deep learning for single-class cosegmentation, we make the first attempt on developing an unsupervised end-to-end
trainable CNN based framework shown in Figure 1 for multiple object classes in this
work. Different with our prior work [14] using an implicitly unsupervised objective for
co-segmentation, this work leverages a mutual-attention module that explicitly explores
pixel-wise similarities across different images, which highlights the inter-image
common patterns and leads to a boosted co-segmentation performance.
Our method aims to co-segment objects of multiple object classes present in
images without using any manually labeled object masks. These classes are arbitrary
and unseen in advance. The proposed model contains three components, including the
co-attention map generator, the feature extractor, and the attention module. The map
generator is designed to localize common objects across images and generate the
corresponding heatmaps for co-segmentation, i.e., one heatmap for each object class
and one for the background. The attention module contains a self-attention submodule
and a mutual attention submodule, which capture intra-image and inter-image pixel cooccurrence, respectively. The attention module is integrated into the generator to
improve the heatmap quality. And the feature extractor is developed to extract
discriminative features for separating objects of different classes. Lastly, the coattention loss, an unsupervised objective based on the extracted features is adopted to
derive the whole network. In sum, our primary contribution is threefold:
1) To the best of our knowledge, we present the first unsupervised, end-to-end
trainable CNN-based method for multi-class co-segmentation. Our method aims to
learn online with a set of images covering the same but unseen object categories, where
no training data about these object categories are given in advance. In contrast to
conventional multi-class co-segmentation methods which may suffer from intra-class
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variations and background clutters due to the task’s unsupervised nature, our approach
leverages deep learning to extract high-level semantic features to alleviate these issues.
2) Our attention module combines the self-attention and the mutual-attention
submodules which learn intra-image and inter-image co-occurrence among pixels. It
effectively explores common objects and substantially improves performance.
3) We collect one dataset with pixel-level mask annotations for evaluating the
multi-class co-segmentation task. It comprises ten groups, each containing around 80
images with two or three common foreground classes and background. Extensive
experimental results show that our method performs favorably against existing methods
for multi-class co-segmentation.

9

Chapter 2
Related Work
In this section, we review several research topics relevant to the development of
our method, including object co-segmentation, multi-class co-segmentation, weakly
supervised semantic segmentation, and attention mechanisms.

2.1 Object Co-segmentation
This task [15]–[19] is one variant of object segmentation, targeting at segmenting
common objects present in a set of images simultaneously. The seminal work [5]
formulates co-segmentation for image pairs by developing a generative model that
minimizes an energy function to match similar foreground histograms across images.
Despite extensive research efforts made on object co-segmentation, certain
limitations and challenges remain in existing methods. For example, hand-crafted
features such as SIFT [20] and HOG [21] were widely used to detect and match the
local features for images in the literature [17], [18], [22]–[24]. Most existing methods
for co-segmentation assume that common objects in different images are similar, and
can be distinguished from background. However, this assumption may not hold in
practice since high intra-class variations and background clutters are probably present.
To address this issue, deep learning-based approaches for object co-segmentation
[14], [25], [26] were proposed to learn high-level semantic feature representations. For
example, Li et al. [25] proposed a CNN-based Siamese encoder-decoder architecture to
solve the object co-segmentation problem without using any hand-crafted features. In
the method, the encoder extracts high-level semantic features of the foreground objects.
10

Besides, a mutual correlation layer learns to ignore background stuff and focus on the
common objects. Finally, the decoder generates the output foreground masks for each
image. However, it is a supervised method and requires a lot of pixel-wise annotated
data for training. To address this issue, our prior work [14] presented an unsupervised
CNN-based method. It contains a generator to produce co-attention maps based on a
pre-trained feature extractor. The generator is derived by the co-attention loss applied
to the extracted features. However, our prior work requires off-the-shelf object
proposals and handles co-segmentation with only a single common object category.
Though the aforementioned methods [14], [25], [26] can faithfully compute the intraobject similarities for object segmentation, they are limited to a single class.

2.2 Supervised Multi-class Co-segmentation
Although notable progress has been made for object co-segmentation, most
existing methods are not capable of co-segmenting objects of multiple classes jointly
covered by a set of images. As an extension, multi-class co-segmentation is less
explored in the literature. By using supervised learning with labeled data, the method
[8] adopts a CRFs-based framework that jointly performs detection, recognition, and
segmentation of multiple foreground objects in each image. To ease the annotation
efforts, a semi-supervised method [7] for multiclass co-segmentation was proposed,
where class labels are assigned to unlabeled image segments via a graph transduction
framework with the global connectivity constraints to enforce the segmented regions to
be connected and have the same labels on the graph. However, these methods use
supervised signals and are not compatible with the unsupervised nature of cosegmentation.
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2.3 Unsupervised Multi-class Co-segmentation
Although supervised methods usually achieve better performance than
unsupervised ones on co-segmentation, collecting manually annotated training data is
expensive. To address the problem, several unsupervised approaches that do not rely
on labeled training data have been developed for multi-class co-segmentation. For
example, Kim and Xing [6] proposed an iterative optimization framework that consists
of two parts, a foreground modeling module and a region assignment module, working
in an either unsupervised or supervised scenario. During optimization, they set
foreground models, one for each class, as parametric functions, each mapping
individual disjoint over-segmented regions to a value measuring how closely the region
is related to the corresponding category. With the foreground models in the region
assignment module, the objective is used to predict each disjoint over-segmented region
in an image as one foreground class or background.
The method [9] decomposes multi-class co-segmentation into three sub-tasks:
image segmentation, segment matching, and figure/ground assignment. By alternating
among the three sub-tasks, this method divides each input image into different
segmented regions, each of which is assigned to either a particular object class or the
background. A foreground object discovery model is then established to determine the
objects of interest across images since segments in each image may correspond to only
some of object parts instead of an entire object.
Joulin et al. [27] presented an energy minimization method that comprises a
spectral-clustering and a discriminative-clustering terms. Through an expectationminimization (EM) optimization process, their model partitions each image into
multiple regions, one for each class, regardless of the fact that background may vary
from image to image. In contrast to those conventional methods, our model is based on
12

deep learning, and can online learn semantic and discriminative features to better
describe objects of unseen categories, thus achieving much better performance.

2.4 Weakly Supervised Semantic Segmentation
Weakly supervised semantic segmentation (WSSS) [28]– [31] aims at semantic
segmentation with inexact or incomplete forms of supervision, thereby consuming less
annotation efforts. The recent trend of WSSS is to train their models with image-, box-,
or point-level annotated training data only. There are at least three major differences
between WSSS and multiclass object co-segmentation. First, WSSS works on multiple
predefined object categories covered by training data, whereas multi-class object cosegmentation works on unknown and arbitrary object classes. Second, WSSS infers
images for known classes individually, while multi-class object co-segmentation takes
a group of images as input so that the common objects can be defined. Third, WSSS
methods consists of the training and testing phases. They require weakly annotated
training data to train the model, whose parameters are kept fixed during the testing
phase. Co-segmentation models including ours are typically optimized online by
referring to a set of images covering the same object categories.
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2.5 Attention Mechanisms
An attention mechanism enables a model to capture long range dependencies and
focus on more relevant parts. The seminal work [32] proposed a self-attention
mechanism to integrate long-range dependencies into machine translation and achieved
the state-of-the-art results. After that, attention mechanisms have been increasingly
adopted in the field of nature language processing [33]–[35]. Attention mechanisms
also have been widely applied to many computer vision tasks such as [36]–[39]. The
method in [39] introduces the self-attention mechanism to learn a better image
generator. The related work [40] explored the effectiveness of non-local operations in
the space-time dimension of videos and images. Fu et al. [37] devised two types of
attention modules, the position attention module and the channel attention module, to
learn the spatial and channel inter-dependencies. By modeling rich contextual
relationships over feature representations, they together significantly improve
segmentation for scene understanding.
Most existing attention mechanisms take one image/sample into consideration at
a time. However, object co-segmentation highly relies on discovering common patterns
across multiple images. To address this issue, we develop mutual attention to derive
attention maps across different images and generate more informative features. It turns
out that our model equipped with this mechanism explores more plausible object
patterns and offers better foreground-background separation.
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Chapter 3
Proposed method
This section presents the proposed unsupervised CNN based method for multiclass object co-segmentation. We first give the problem definition. Then, the proposed
formulation, the attention module, and the co-attention loss function are elaborated,
respectively. Finally, the implementation details of our network architecture are
provided.

3.1 Problem Formulation
Given a set of N images D

𝐼

with K semantic foreground categories, our

goal is to learn a model that is capable of co-segmenting objects of the same classes
across all images from the background without human-labeled annotations. Note that
only the semantic categories number 𝐾 is provided in advance, and no other
annotations are available.
As shown in Figure 2, our unsupervised, end-to-end trainable CNN-based
framework consists of three collaborative components including a pixel-level coattention map generator g(ꞏ), an attention module, and an image-level semantic
feature extractor f(ꞏ). We further devise a co-attention loss as the objective to
supervise the training of our network.
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Figure 2. Our framework for unsupervised multi-class co-segmentation.
Given a set of images, our model estimates their co-attention maps to represent the co-segmentation
results. The network has three components including a co-attention map generator, an attention module,
and a feature extractor. The unsupervised objective, the co-attention loss, is applied to learn the network.

The co-attention map generator g(ꞏ) is a fully convolutional network (FCN) [1].
The generator g(ꞏ) takes a set of images D
𝐾

𝐼

as input, and aims to produce a

1 -channel co-attention map 𝑆 for each image 𝐼 , where each channel records

the estimated occurrence likelihood of the corresponding object class or background in
𝐼 . Specifically, 𝑆

represents the kth channel of the co-attention map for class 𝑘 for

𝑘 ∈ 1, … , 𝐾 , and 𝑆

is the channel for the background. With the quantization

procedure described in Section 3.4, we can turn co-attention map 𝑆

into the

cosegmentation results of 𝐼 .
To explore both the intra-image and the inter-image correlations, an attention
module, composed of self-attention and mutual-attention submodules, is integrated into
the generator g(ꞏ) to produce high-quality co-attention maps.
We adopt the softmax function in the last layer of g(ꞏ). Hence, the value of 𝑆 at
every pixel falls in 0,1 . As the co-attention map of each image 𝐼 n is acquired, the
𝐾

1 masked images are accessible through
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𝐼 |𝐼

⨀ 𝐼 ,𝑆

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑘 ∈ 1, … , 𝐾

1 , (1)

where ⨀ denotes the element-wise multiplication operator. These 𝐾
images 𝐼

1 masked

highlight the estimated objects of the 𝐾 classes and the background in

𝐼 , respectively.
A pre-trained CNN model for classification with the softmax and fully-connected
layers removed is utilized to act as the feature extractor f(ꞏ). We apply the feature
extractor f(ꞏ) to the 𝐾
semantic features 𝑓 𝐼

1 masked images of 𝐼 , i.e., 𝐼

, and obtain their

.

The unsupervised objective, multi-class co-attention loss, takes the extracted
features of the masked images as the input, and aims to learn the network by minimizing
the distances between the masked images of the same object class while maximizing
inter-class and figure-ground separation. The attention module and the co-attention loss
are elaborated in the following subsections.

3.2 Attention Module
Considering the FCN-based generator g(ꞏ) is applied to images individually, it is
hardly to discover patterns commonly present across images. Furthermore, the
convolution operation would lead to a limited local receptive field. However, the global
dependencies and pattern co-occurrence offer crucial clues for object co-segmentation.
To this end, we devise an attention module, which consists of two submodules:
the self-attention submodule and the mutual-attention submodule. The former captures
long-range feature dependency in a single image, and the latter explores mutual cooccurrence patterns across images in a mini-batch. As shown in Figure 2, the attention
module is incorporated in FCN g(ꞏ) to improve the estimated co-attention maps.
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1) Self-Attention.: The convolutional layer performs local operations, involving
only neighborhood information. Inspired by the model presented in [40], we adopt the
non-local self-attention operation to effectively capture long-range dependencies.
The self-attention submodule consists of three 1
𝐾, and 𝑉. Given feature map 𝐹 ∈ 𝑅

1 convolution kernel sets, 𝑈,

extracted by generator g(ꞏ) for image 𝐼 ,

where 𝑀 is the spatial dimension

𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ

ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 , and 𝐶 is the channel

dimension. We first transform the feature map into different feature spaces by applying
𝑈, 𝐾, and 𝑉 to 𝐹 to respectively obtain 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐹 , 𝑘𝑒𝑦 𝐹 , and 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝐹 , each
of which is of size 𝑅

. To characterize the relationships between spatial regions, we

compute the attention as the weights, each of which is determined by the similarities
between two corresponding pixels of feature maps 𝐹

and 𝐹

respectively, for

combining feature maps. At last, the output feature map at each location is a weighted
sum of all locations of 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝐹 . Specifically, the output of the self-attention
submodule can be expressed as follows:
𝑆𝐴 𝐹

𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐹

where the output feature map 𝑆𝐴 𝐹

𝐹

𝐹 ,

(2)

encodes the long-range dependency of 𝐹 .

Figure 3. Architecture of the self-attention submodule.
Given feature maps of an image as the input, this submodule explores spatial dependencies within this
image. Notation ⊗ denotes matrix multiplication. The softmax operation is performed on each row.
18

2) Mutual-Attention.: Though the self-attention mechanism can capture longrange dependencies, it takes only one image into consideration at a time, and hence
cannot discover the common patterns of input images for co-segmentation. To address
this issue, we propose the mutual-attention mechanism illustrated in Figure 4 focusing
on discovering the mutual pixel correlation across input images in a mini-batch.
Let 𝐹 ∈ 𝑅

denote the feature maps of input images in a mini-batch,

where 𝐵 is the size of mini-batch, 𝑀 is the spatial dimension 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ

ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ,

and 𝐶 is the channel dimension. Like the self-attention mechanism, the mutualattention mechanism has three different learnable 1

1 convolution kernel sets,

𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑈, 𝑘𝑒𝑦 𝐾, and 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑉. After applying the kernel sets to all feature maps 𝐹 ,
we obtain 𝐹 ∈ 𝑅

,𝐹 ∈ 𝑅

,𝐹 ∈ 𝑅

, where 𝐶 is the new channel

dimension. In the implementation, we set 𝐶 to 0.5

𝐶.

To explore cross-image mutual attention, we focus on a pair of feature map 𝐹
and 𝐹 , and treat the former as the anchor and the latter as the reference. As shown in
Figure 4, we take the query of reference 𝐹

and the key of anchor 𝐹 , and apply the

softmax operation to each row of matrix 𝐹

𝐹

∈𝑅

. Matrix 𝐹

𝐹

records the map of pair-wise pixel correlations between the anchor and reference
images. The row-wise softmax operation softly matches each pixel of the reference
image to its nearest pixel of the anchor image. After row-wise softmax, column-wise
summation is applied to obtain a row vector 𝑣 ∈ 𝑅

, which highlights those pixels

in the anchor image with strong mutual correlation. To ensure the value of 𝑣 falls in
0, 1 , we scale it with a factor of

√

and then apply the sigmoid function to normalize

the value to 0, 1 . We repeat the vector 𝐶 times to obtain the foreground attention
map 𝐹 , transpose it, and element-wise multiply it with the anchor’s value 𝐹 , i.e.,
⊙ 𝐹 , 𝐹

where ⨀ denotes element-wise multiplication. This way, we
19

emphasize the pixels with strong mutual correlation. Symmetrically, by considering the
attention map 𝐹

1

𝐹 , the background pixels can be highlighted. The output of

the mutual-attention submodule for anchor 𝐹 and reference 𝐹 is denoted by
𝑀𝐴 𝐹 , which is obtained by applying a 1
wise concatenation of ⊙ 𝐹 , 𝐹

1 convolutional layer to the channel-

and ⊙ 𝐹 , 𝐹

.

We generate the mutual-attention features of each image in this mini-batch by
treating it as the anchor and the rest as the references. Namely, with the mini-batch size
𝐵, we repeat the above procedure 𝐵

1 times, one for each reference, and output the

mean of them.

Figure 4. Architecture of the mutual attention submodule.
Given feature maps of two images in a mini-batch as input where the blue one 𝐹 serves as the anchor
while the other 𝐹 act as the reference, this mechanism explores cross-image co-occurrence. Notations
⊙ and ⊗ denote elementwise multiplication and matrix multiplication respectively.
After calculating the matrix 𝐹

𝐹

, the softmax operation is performed on each of its rows,

followed by the summation operation performed on each column. By duplication, we derive the
foreground and background attention maps 𝐹

and 𝐹 . The output of this submodule for anchor 𝐹 ,

i.e., 𝑀𝐴 𝐹 , is obtained by applying the two attention maps to 𝐹 .
20

3) Embedding attention mechanisms in the network.: To take both the advantages
of self attention and mutual attention, i.e., capturing long-range dependencies and crossimage correlations, we aggregate the feature from self-attention and mutual-attention.
Specifically, for feature map 𝐹 , the aggregation is defined by
𝐹

𝐹

𝛾 ∗ 𝑆𝐴 𝐹

𝑀𝐴 𝐹

,

(3)

where 𝛾 is a learnable weight and initialized as 0, which controls the relative
importance of the aggregated attention 𝑆𝐴 and 𝑀𝐴 denote the self attention and
mutual attention, respectively. In addition, residual learning is included. The reason for
doing so is that the attention module is not stable in the early stage of unsupervised
training. We rely more on the information of original input feature maps at that time.

3.3 Co-attention Loss
Since there are no ground-truth object masks for co-segmentation, we require an
unsupervised objective to learn the network. We adopt the unsupervised co-attention
loss in [14] to minimize the distances between estimated foreground regions while
maximizing figure-ground separation. We further extend the co-attention loss from
single-class to multi-class co-segmentation, aiming to minimize feature distances of the
same category while maximizing those from different categories.
As shown in Figure 2 and Section 3.1, we obtain 𝐾

1 masked images 𝐼

for each image 𝐼 after applying generator g(ꞏ) with the attention module to 𝐼 and
the process of element-wise multiplication. Masked image 𝐼
region of class 𝑘 or the background if 𝑘

𝐾

highlights the estimated

1. By applying the feature extractor

f(ꞏ) to masked image 𝐼 , we obtain the corresponding semantic feature vector of
distinct object classes and background, i.e. 𝑓 𝐼 . Our co-attention loss ℒ for multiclass co-segmentation is given as follows:
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∑

ℒ 𝐼

∑

∑

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝

,

(4)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 jointly index each image pair, and 𝑘, indexes the object class. 𝑝

can

be regarded as the ratio of the inter-class and intra-class distances between the features
extracted from images 𝐼 and 𝐼 of class 𝑘, as defined below:
𝑝

,

(5)

∥ ,

(6)

where
𝑑

∥𝑓 𝐼

𝑓 𝐼

and
𝑑

∑ℓ

The positive term,

∥𝑓 𝐼

,ℓ

𝑑

𝑓 𝐼ℓ ∥

∥𝑓 𝐼

𝑓 𝐼 ℓ ∥ , (7)

, in (6) is the squared distance between the estimated

areas of the same class 𝑘 in images 𝐼 and 𝐼 . In (7), the negative term calculates the
distances between features from different classes including background. During the
optimization phase, the parameters of generator g(ꞏ) are updated by maximizing the
inter-class margins while minimizing the intra-class distances between features. Once
the co-attention loss is optimized, generator g(ꞏ) is expected to generate the co-attention
maps for each image, where the spatial presence of objects of the distinct classes is
highlighted in the corresponding channels.

3.4 Training and Implementation Details
In our implementation, the FCN architecture [1] is adopted as our generator g(ꞏ)
and initialized with the weights of VGG16 [41] pre-trained on ImageNet [42]. It takes
a set of input images which contains foreground objects K classes and is resized to the
resolution 384

384. Additionally, our proposed network only takes a few unlabeled

images comparing with other methods requiring a massive amount of labeled training
images.
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To extract the features from the masked images of foreground classes and
background, We use ResNet-50 [43] pretrained on ImageNet [42] as the backbone of
our feature extractor f(ꞏ), where the parameters are fixed during the optimization
process. While fixing the feature extractor f(ꞏ), generator g(ꞏ) and the attention module
are trained by the multi-class co-attention loss for 10 epochs. We use the ADAM
optimizer [44], where the learning rate is set to 10 , and the weight decay is set to
0.0005. Note that the same network architecture is used in all the experiments.
1) Co-segmentation Results: After optimizing our networks, we apply generator
g 𝐼

to obtain the co-attention maps 𝑆

of 𝐼 , which are expected to localize

the image regions of 𝐾 different object classes and background. Because all the pixel
values of the co-attention maps

𝑆

fall in 0, 1 , we need to convert the

probability maps into a discrete map to represent the co-segmentation results. Hence,
we first normalize map 𝑆

by
𝑆 𝑝

,

(8)

where 𝑆 𝑝 is the value of pixel 𝑝 in 𝑆 . Following existing popular pipelines in
co-segmentation [14], [45] and WSSS [46], [47], we then apply the dense Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) [48] to refine and generate our co-segmentation results where
the unary potentials and the pairwise terms are set based on the co-attention maps
𝑆

and bilateral filtering, respectively.
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Chapter 4
Experiments and Discussion
This section evaluates the proposed method for multi-class object co-segmentation.
We first describe the dataset we collect and the evaluation metrics. Then, the
quantitative and visual results of comparison with existing methods are reported and
analyzed. Finally, we conduct ablation studies for evaluating the contributions of
individual attention mechanisms and the effectiveness of different post-processing
schemes.

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
1) Datasets: Several datasets, such as Internet [49], iCoseg [50], and MSRC [51],
are commonly used to evaluate co-segmentation methods for images with one
foreground class. However, there is no existing dataset that provides multiple
foreground classes with sufficient images for multiclass co-segmentation. Thus, we
collect a new dataset. This dataset has ten image groups where eight groups contain two
object classes, and two groups comprise three object classes. We collect around eighty
images for each group by the following steps.
We mainly consider the twenty different object classes presented in the PASCAL
VOC 2012 dataset [52] for constructing the ten groups in our dataset. To begin with,
we take the images including two or three distinct foreground classes in PASCAL VOC
2012, such as sofa+dog or car+dog+person. Then, we expand the ten groups with
images containing the same two or three different foreground classes from the web.
This way also enhances object appearance complexities.
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This dataset comprises the following ten groups, including the two-class groups:
airplane+person, bicycle+person, boat+person, ball+dog, car+person, cow+person,
horse+person, and sofa+dog, and the three-class groups: car+dog+person and
boat+dog+person. We manually label those images with pixel-wise annotations for
each foreground object, and use them for evaluation. This dataset is quite challenging
due to the large object appearance variations within the same class and the complex
background.
2) Evaluation Metrics: Concerning the task of multi-class object co-segmentation,
it actually can be viewed as a 𝐾-class segmentation problem. Therefore, we follow the
convention of previous works [49], [53], and adopt two objective evaluation metrics,
precision (P) and Jaccard index (J), to measure the performance. The former describes
the percentage of pixels in an image that are correctly classified. The latter, known as
intersection over union, computes the ratio of the overlap region between the groundtruth and the predicted output mask to their union area. Compared with precision, the
Jaccard index is more suitable to evaluate the quality of the co-segmentation results
since it only focuses on foreground pixels while the precision also takes the background
pixels into account.

4.2 Comparisons with State-of-the-Arts
We compare our proposed method with three competing methods on the two-class
and three-class datasets, and show the quantitative results in Table 1 and Table 2,
respectively. All the evaluated methods share the same experimental settings on the
task of multi-class co-segmentation, i.e., no supervision is accessible. Note that the
premise of the methods in [6] and [9] are not exactly the same with ours, their goal is
to co-segment a finite number of 𝐾 foreground objects from a set of images, while only
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an unknown subset of them is presented in each image. We can observe that in terms
of both evaluation metrics, our method performs favorably against all the competing
methods on all groups of the dataset. On the two-class groups, our approach
outperforms the state-of-the-art unsupervised learning method [9] by a large margin:
around 20% in J and 13% in P. On the three-class groups, compared with the state-ofthe-art [9], our method achieves the performance gain of around 17% in J and 4% in P.
The improvement demonstrates that our approach effectively makes use of most
prior information to learn high-level representation in an unsupervised manner, without
the need of utilizing hand-crafted features or relying on complex graphical algorithms.
The competing methods adopt popular hand-crafted features, such as GMM, SPM, or
SIFT, which can be easily affected by the camera viewpoints, object poses, instance
diversity, etc. By contrast, our CNN-based models discover the common patterns and
learn high-level semantic features adaptively through the co-attention loss, thereby
leading to better performances. Additionally, we display some co-segmentation results
for the two-class and three-class groups in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. Taking
the object class person as an example, most objects from the person class involve
numerous distinctive appearances, such as different colors and textures of clothing,
leading to high intra-class variations. This makes the task of extracting complete
foreground objects a complicated problem for conventional algorithms that rely on
handcrafted low-level features to build segmentation models. Nevertheless, with the
learned high-level semantic features, the loss functions, and the attention module we
develop, the proposed method performs well despite these challenging issues. In these
examples, the competing methods tend to mis-predict background areas as foreground
and cannot well separate foreground areas of different object categories. To sum up, the
proposed unsupervised, end-to-end trainable method can effectively alleviate these
issues and boost the performance. With different numbers of foreground classes, our
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method can generate promising object segments under different types of intra-class
variations, such as colors, shapes, views, and background clutters.

Table 1. Performance comparison of different methods on our two-class dataset,
where the best and the second-best results are respectively indicated in bold and underlined
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Table 2. Performance comparison of different methods on our three-class dataset,
where the best and the second-best results are respectively indicated in bold and underlined
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Figure 5. Visualization of the co-segmentation results produced by our approach and
the competing approaches on our two-class dataset. In the three examples (a)∼(c), the common
object categories are (a) airplane+person in the first three rows, (b) ball+dog in the middle three rows,
and (c) person+cow in the last three rows. Best viewed in color.
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Figure 6. Visualization of the co-segmentation results produced by our approach and
the competing approaches on our three-class dataset. In the two examples (a) and (b), the
common object categories are (a) car+person+dog in the first three rows and (b) bike+person+dog in
the last three rows, respectively. Best viewed in color.

4.3 Effectiveness of the Attention Module
We employ the self-attention submodule and the mutual-attention submodule on
the generator g(ꞏ) of our network to capture intra-image long-range dependencies and
cross-image pattern co-occurrence for better object segmentation. In the following, we
conduct ablation studies to evaluate the effects of the two attention submodules. There
are four different configurations by using or not using individual submodules, denoted
by “w/o ATT”, “SA”, “MA”, and “SA+MA”, respectively. In Table 3 and Table 4, we
report the results with the four different settings on both the two-class and three-class
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datasets. Compared with the baseline model “w/o ATT”, applying only the selfattention submodule degrades the performance, but still outperforms the state-of-thearts. Meanwhile, applying mutual-attention submodule individually, the performance
gets boosted over baseline by 5.82% in J on the two-class dataset and 2.15% in J on the
three-class dataset, respectively. Finally, when we integrate the two submodules into
our model, the model significantly improves the performance over the baseline by
15.14% in J on the two-class dataset and 10.59% in J on the three-class dataset. The
results in Table 3 and Table 4 indicate that each attention submodule is crucial for cosegmentation, even though using only self-attention does not improve the performance.
Combining the two submodules improves the performance remarkably since they
complement each other moderately. To get insights into the performance gains of two
submodules, we visualize eight examples of the segmentation results generated under
the four different configurations in Figure 7. Without the help of attention submodules,
the co-segmentation results of the baseline model usually only cover the most
discriminative regions of the objects, instead of the whole objects.
With only the self-attention submodule added, it helps complement the objects.
However, if an image contains homogeneous background, the co-attention map would
tend to attend to homogeneous regions and then incorrectly activate, leading to
overextended masks, such as the example of object classes sofa+dog in Figure 7(h). It
is because the baseline model is a fully convolutional network, which has local
receptive fields. With the self-attention submodule, the network is able to integrate
features with their global dependencies while it allocates attention according to
similarity of color and texture.
Meanwhile, with only the mutual-attention submodule adopted, our method
enhances the object details and yields sharper boundaries. Some false positives are
alleviated, such as the example of object classes airplane + person in Figure 7(f). The
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mutual-attention submodule learns to identify inter-image common patterns, and hence
can reduce unmatched false positives. When both submodules are used jointly, better
results can be obtained by our model. The main reason is that the two submodules are
complementary to each other: The self-attention submodule enhances the co-attention
maps with more complete object activation coverage, and the mutual-attention
submodule refines the details and mitigates noise and false positives. Taking Figure 7(d)
as another example, since the large variations in object appearance go beyond the
limitation of the mutual-attention, it highlights some wrong regions of objects, while,
in this case, the self-attention can help preserve the complete object. Therefore, the
combination of the two attention submodules results in much better co-segmentation
results.
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Table 3. Ablation study of our method with dour different configurations on our two-class dataset
(“w/o ATT”: without attention, “SA”: with self-attention only, “MA”: with mutual-attention only, and
“SA+MA” with both self-attention and mutual-attention), where the best and the second-best results
are respectively indicated in bold and underlined
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Table 4. Ablation study of our method with dour different configurations on our three-class
dataset (“w/o ATT”: without attention, “SA”: with self-attention only, “MA”: with mutual-attention
only, and “SA+MA” with both self-attention and mutual-attention), where the best and the second-best
results are respectively indicated in bold and underlined
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Figure 7. Visualization of the co-segmentation results of our method with four configurations on our
two-class data set (“w/o ATT”: without attention, “SA”: with self-attention only, “MA”: with mutualattention only, and “SA+MA” with both self-attention and mutual-attention). The eight examples
(rows) from top to bottom contain the following categories: (a) bike+person, (b) boat+person, (c)
horse+person, (d) car+person, (e) ball+dog, (f) airplane+person, (g) cow+person, and (h) sofa+dog.
Best viewed in color.
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4.4 Run-time Complexity
To evaluate the efficiency of our method with the attention module, we do the
inference using our method with and without the self-attention and mutual-attention
submodules on the two-class and three-class groups, respectively. We conduct the
experiments on a PC equipped with a Nvidia GTX 1080-Ti GPU. The run-time
complexity is shown in Table 5. Since the competing methods rely on hand-crafted
features and are mainly executed on a CPU, we do not compare their run-time with that
of our method, as our method can be accelerated on a GPU. Table 5 shows that, when
no attention submodule is used, on average our method consumes about 0.83 ms per
image for the two-class group and 2.20 ms per image for the three-class group,
respectively. The complexity of computing mutual attention for each image pair in the
minibatch increases with respect to the mini-batch size. Under our experiment setting
with the mini-batch size of 3, using both mutual-attention (MA) and self-attention (SA)
submodules increases the average per-frame run-time complexity by around 18.1% and
13.2% for the two-class and three-class groups, respectively.

Table 5. Average per-frame run-time comparison of our method with four different configurations of
attention mechanisms on our two-class and three-class datasets, where SA and MA respectively
represent the use of self-attention and mutual-attention
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4.5 Performance of Post-processing
To verify whether the use of dense CRFs gives better co-segmentation accuracy,
we compare it with the argmax function over the channels of the co-attention maps for
postprocessing. Given a set of N images 𝐷

𝐼

covering objects of 𝐾 classes

without additional data annotations, our proposed co-segmentation model works in the
pipeline: It directly applies the optimized generator g(ꞏ) to all images for getting the coattention maps 𝑆

, which are then normalized as explained in (8). The argmax

function is applied to derive the pixel-wise labels, by assigning pixel 𝑝 of 𝐼 to class
𝑘 ∗ with
𝑘∗

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑆 𝑝 , (9)

Table 6 and Table 7 show that the dense CRF postprocessing consistently outperforms
the argmax-based postprocessing on both the two-class and three-class datasets.
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Table 6. Performance of our approach with two different schemes for post-processing on the two-class
dataset we collect, where the best results are indicated in bold
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Table 7. Performance of our approach with two different schemes for post-processing on the three-class
dataset we collect, where the best results are indicated in bold

4.6 Failure Cases
In Figure 8, we show three typical failure cases with our method. The first case
shown in Figure 8(a) is selected from the car+person+dog group of the three-class
dataset. In this example, only the dog is clear, whereas the cars and persons are small
and present in a cluttered scene. As a result, the co-segmentation result of the car class
is overextended, leading to false positives (e.g., the windows of buildings misclassified
as car). Figure 8(b) shows a case where the dog and ball have high similarities in both
color and appearance, making them both classified as ball. In the last example
illustrated in Figure 8(c), the car object is present incompletely. However, our proposed
attention module explores the information not only in a given image but also across all
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the associated images in the training batch. On this premise, the incomplete object
confuses our model, thereby leading to a false segmentation.

Figure 8. Three typical failure cases with our approach: (a) Three-class (car+person+dog) objects
presented in a cluttered background; (b) Two-class (ball+dog) objects with similar patterns; (c) Twoclass (car+person) objects with one incomplete object (car). Best viewed in color.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this work, we propose the first unsupervised end-to-end trainable CNN-based
framework for the multi-class co-segmentation task. On account of the ability to learn
from an entire set of unlabeled images via deep learning, the proposed network is more
effective. We have also collected a new challenging dataset to evaluate methods for
multi-class co-segmentation. Our method benefits from the unsupervised co-attention
loss and the proposed attention module, which help highlight objects from different
classes and refine the co-attention maps, it turns out that the proposed CNN-based
architecture with the attention model can exploit the semantic features from each
foreground class to attain the competitive co-segmentation results compared with
existing algorithms.
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